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This study addresses the problem of providing 
sophisticated analytical tools for the analysis of 
groundwater pollution problems to audiences with training 
in areas other than computer science and hydraulic 
engineering. Due to the "non-point" nature of pesticide 
contamination of shallow groundwaters, the best management 
approach often is the development of strategies for proper 
chemical selection and usage as well as the utilization of 
appropriate land use controls. Due to an overall lack of 
monitoring data this often involves the application of 
simulation models which may prove too complex for those 
who would benefit most from the analysis. In the present 
work a probabilistic expert system has been developed to 
assist in the quantification of risk to groundwater 
resources from pesticide applications and to evaluate 
alternative management approaches. The Pesticide Root Zone 
Model (PRZM) developed by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) was incorporated within a Monte 
Carlo simulation approach to form the base for the expert 
system (5]. PRZM was developed to predict the leaching of 
pesticides from field size areas (3] and requires a 
relatively large number of input parameters, the 
availability of which can be a problem for some users. 
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The main objective for the subject expert system was 
to make simulation simple and provide results in a more 
useful and easy to interpret manner within a small amount 
of time. The expert system developed allowed the user the 
options of using existing databases or the development of 
a separate, independent simulation set. The recommended 
procedure is to complete a preliminary evaluation using 
the existing databases to identify the range of possible 
consequences at a location, then do a rigorous analysis 
with a simulation series focused upon more site specific 
concerns to allow for proper site selection. For Option 1 
of this expert system, previously completed simulation 
results were used [8]. The Monte carlo technique was 
applied for select input parameters to address inherent 
uncertainties associated with them. Three main parameters 
were fixed as constants creating a cause and effect 
simulation approach. Also, these parameters provided the 
user a greater degree of freedom to address the chemical 
properties of pesticides and different land management 
alternatives. The parameters fixed were: Soil Conservation 
Service curve number (CN), for infiltration 
characteristics of soils;decay coefficient (Ks), for decay 
of pesticides by physical and chemical processes and 
organic-carbon distribution coefficient (Koc), which 
described the retardation potential of a compound. The 540 
Monte Carlo simulations completed in this initial effort 
were then pooled according to management practices, 
plotted on log-normal probability paper, and converted 
into equations describing these distributions. 
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While using Option 1 the user is asked to provide the 
values of CN, Ks, and Koc. A number of user friendly help 
screens are provided accompanied by brief introductions to 
the parameters and their values. For conditions 
intermediate to those used to develop the original Monte 
Carlo simulations upon which Option 1 was based, the means 
and standard deviations from the pooled data sets are 
accessed. A linear double interpolation between 
distributions is completed for a series of probabilities. 
Graphic and tabular outputs in terms of probability of 
pesticide leaching past 30 em of soil depth are presented 
almost immediately. 
For the second option, a user friendly pre-processor 
for PRZM was developed. This pre-processor creates input 
files for PRZM. Guidance is provided in selecting the 
values of the parameters needed to create input files for 
PRZM. The Monte Carlo technique is then applied to 
randomize meteorological data for different years. PRZM 
and the meteorological files are called until the user 
specified number of simulations has been completed. As 
with Option 1, the results are presented in the form of 
percent of the applied pesticide leached versus 
probability of this amount being leached in tabular and 
graphical manner. This makes the interpretation of results 
easy and more effective. In addition, Option 2 plots the 
moving average and standard deviation versus the number of 
simulations completed to determine if sufficient data have 
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been collected. The present work was developed for the 
state of Oklahoma and in particular for winter wheat crop. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A 
PROBABILISTIC EXPERT SYSTEM TO 
DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY 
OF PESTICIDE LEACHING * 
Introduction 
In recent years there has been a general increase in 
awareness of the importance of groundwater pollution [23]. 
This has led managers and researchers to develop 
strategies for protection of groundwater from toxic and 
hazardous materials [15]. These strategies have often 
developed as a function of the nature of pollution 
sources. In general, groundwater pollution can be 
classified as either point or non-point in origin [1,15]. 
The discrete nature of point sources such as land 
fills, hazardous waste sites and others has made it easier 
to remediate contamination while the management of non-
point sources is more problematic. The absence of discrete 
sources and the presence of pollutants over large areas, 
* Authored by Pankaj Arora and William F. McTernan, 
Graduate Student and Professor, respectively, School of 
Civil Engineering, Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 
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sources and the presence of pollutants over large areas, 
in usually small quantities, has produced control 
strategies based upon best management policies where 
pollution minimization andjor elimination replace after 
the fact remediation. 
Groundwater pollution from pesticides and other 
agricultural chemicals is a classic example of non-point 
contamination (24]. Dispersed over large areas at 
relatively small concentrations, these chemicals could 
place large water supplies at significant risk of 
contamination. The presence of 46 different pesticides in 
groundwater had been reported in 26 states [6,11]. In 
other studies conducted by u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA), 10.4% of U.S. community wells and 4.2% of 
u.s. rural domestic water supply wells have been reported 
to contain detectable levels of pesticides [30]. Limited 
monitoring data suggest that the problem could be even 
more widespread. 
This lack of monitoring data has resulted in an 
increasing reliance upon computer simulation to assess 
risks and evaluate alternative management practices (25]. 
Frequently these computer models are misunderstood or 
difficult to use for practicing professionals trained in 
areas not dependent upon computer literacy. One way that 
this problem can be addressed is by developing expert 
systems where the user configures the model in response to 
a series of questions presented by the system. The advent 
of larger personal computers has allowed the development 
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of these systems which can be large and memory intensive. 
These systems, when developed, should be easy to use while 
requiring minimal computer training, thereby allowing 
individuals with specific, highly valued skills to 
participate in the simulation process. There are many 
examples of previously developed expert systems including, 
among others, First Response Expert System (FRES), GEOTOX, 
DEMOTOX, and SEPIC [13]. The FRES provides information on 
the acute and chronic toxicity of chemicals as well as 
assists local fire fighters in responding to emergency 
chemical spills [14]. GEOTOX was developed to rank 
hazardous waste site remediation technologies for use at a 
specific waste 'site [28]. Expert system DEMOTOX addresses 
the potential of groundwater contamination from hazardous 
waste sites [17]. For transportation of chemicals into the 
soil and groundwater DEMOTOX considers factors such as 
sorption, biodegradation and transformation rates, as well 
as recharge through the soil. SEPIC was developed to 
provide more consistent regulatory decisions to issue 
permits for onsite private sewage disposal systems [12]. 
In the present work an attempt was made to develop a 
prototype probabilistic expert system, EXSYS, for those 
professionals with strong agricultural management skills 
who also had computer deficiencies. The final output from 
the combined programs was designed to produce probability 
estimates of the amount of pesticide leaching to 
approximately the base of the rooting zone of winter wheat 
in Oklahoma. Pesticide passing this depth no longer yields 
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economic benefit to the farmer while representing a 
potential for groundwater contamination. EXSYS is intended 
to assist those individuals involved in site evaluation, 
the identification of appropriate farm practices, and 
final pesticide selections in configuring a best 
management approach to minimize the risk of pesticide 
contamination of shallow groundwaters. It is assumed that 
the intended audience for EXSYS is the professional highly 
skilled in one or more areas of agricultural management 
who may either lack adequate training in computer 
simulation or may have insufficient time to assemble the 
necessary data sets to properly apply current leaching 
models. EXSYS is intended to be a screening tool to 
evaluate leaching probabilities of potential pesticides 
which can be used on a particular crop. A range of 
pesticides, farm practices or site locations can be 
evaluated for the probability of leaching. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM 
EXSYS was developed to provide results in an easy to 
interpret manner and was structured to be interactive and 
user friendly in a menu driven format. All of these 
features attempt to make this program easy to learn for 
those with little computer training. 
The Pesticide Root Zone Model (PRZM) developed by 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) was 
selected as the public domain code to determine the amount 
8 
of pesticide leached into the root zone [3]. PRZM, in 
addition to being available to all potential users, is 
widely used and supported by the USEPA [5]. Also, PRZM has 
been validated against field data and found very effective 
in predicting the leaching of chemicals into the root zone 
[2,4,16, and 18]. The model includes hydrology and 
chemical transport components that simulate runoff, 
erosion, plant uptake, decay, leaching, and foliar washoff 
of a single pesticide [5]. Figure 1, taken from the PRZM 
user manual presents an idealized cross-section of a farm 
field illustrating the critical physical, microbial, and 
chemical mechanisms involved in pesticide leaching. Even 
with a model as generally easy to use as PRZM with its 
relatively simplified input requirements, the untrained 
user can become intimidated when attempting to configure 
and interpret a simulation. 
PRZM divides the soil profile into compartments 
corresponding approximately with horizons. Infiltration 
and leaching are simulated in one dimension into and 
through underlying unsaturated zones. Mass balance 
equations for water and chemicals are developed for 
surface and subsurface layers. The surface zone mass 
balance equations used in PRZM are 
at 
A 6X ~(Cs fs) 









Figure 1. Pesticide Root Zone .iVbdel Schematic 
(Source: PRZr-1 U::;er :i\'.ianual [ 5) ) 
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where A = cross-sectional area of soil column, L2 
6X = depth dimension of compartment, L 
Cw = dissolved concentration of pesticide, ML-3 
Cs = sorbed concentration of pesticide, MM-1 
e = volumetric water content of soil, L3L-3 
Ps = soil bulk density, ML-3 
t = time, T 
= mass rate of change by dispersion, MT-1 
= mass rate of change by advection, MT-1 
= mass rate of change by transformation of 
dissolved phase, MT-I 
= mass rate of change ~y plant uptake of 
dissolved phase, MT-
= mass rate of change by removal in runoff, MT-1 
= mass rate of change by pesticide application, 
MT-l 
= mass rate1of change by washoff from plants to soil, MT-
= mass rate of change by transformation of 
sorbed phase, MT-1 
= mass rate of ch~nge by removal on eroded 
recliments, MT-
= mass rate of change by adsorption, MT-1 
= mass rate of change by desorption, MT-1 
{ source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency PRZM user 
manual [5] ) 
The subsurface equivalent is similar lacking only the 
JQR' JFOF' and JER terms. Also, JAPP is only used when 
pesticide is soil incorporated. PRZM uses these mass 
balance equations to develop an overall chemical transport 
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equation, which is subsequently solved using a finite 
difference method. 
EXSYS uses the PRZM code unaltered. A shell of menu 
screens, questions, guidance tables, and base maps for 
Oklahoma conditions has been provided to assist the user 
in configuring PRZM input files. Two options are provided: 
the use of existing data or starting a new simulation 
independently. The recommended procedure is to perform a 
preliminary study assessing the probability of pesticide 
leaching using the existing data of Option 1 and then 
proceeding with an original simulation set in Option 2. 
This allows one to configure a simulation for site 
specific conditions rather than use the more generic state 
wide data base used to prepare Option 1. 
THE CODE STRUCTURE 
The computer code for EXSYS was developed for IBM-PC 
and compatible microcomputers and was written in GW basic 
which allowed superior graphics capabilities in an easy to 
use shell. The coding was divided into twelve sub programs 
totalling approximately 786,000 bytes. All twelve sub 
programs were compiled using Microsoft DOS version 3.1. 
These sub programs are linked to the main program by user 
responses to questions regarding input data and simulation 
configuration and are called as needed. The flow diagram 
giving an overall view of the EXSYS is shown in Figure 2, 
while a list of all the files present in EXSYS with a 
12 
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Figure 2. Flo.v Diagram Presenting An OVerall View of EXSYS 
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brief description is provided in Table I. These 
subprograms are called by the main program EXSYS.EXE in 
response to answers given by the user. 
The main program primarily handles Option 1 where 
existing data are used for evaluating the probability of 
leaching. During Option 1, a general introduction and 
assistance in selecting the values of three critical 
parameters (Soil Conservation Service Curve Number (CN), 
pesticide decay rate (Ks), and soil partition coefficient 
(Koc)] is provided by subroutines from the main program in 
response to answers provided by the user. The flow diagram 
for Option 1 is presented in Figure 3, where the sequence 
of operations performed in this option is shown. 
For Option 2 a subprogram called OPTION2.EXE is 
called by the main program. This program functions as a 
preprocessor for creating input files to configure PRZM 
for individual, site specific simulations. Again, help in 
selecting critical parameters is provided by select sub 
programs in response to answers provided by the user. If 
the user wishes to simulate erosion losses, help is 
provided in selecting appropriate parameters for the 
Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) [27,29]. The 
erodibility (K), length slope and steepness (LS), 
supporting practice (P), and cover management factors (C) 
are called program EROSN.EXE. Further, to assist in 
selecting the nearest Type 1 meteorological station, a 
location map is provided within the option. The user is 
required to provide the meteorologic data corresponding to 
14 
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Figure 3. Flow Diagram For Option 1 
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the station selected in the PRZM compatible format. For 
convenience of the user fourteen diskettes containing 
meteorologic data corresponding to the Type 1 stations in 
Oklahoma are provided with the EXSYS. The flow diagram for 
Option 2 is shown in Figure 4, which presents the basic 
operating structure of this option. 
Development of Option A for Preliminary Analysis 
The first option is relatively simple to use and the 
results are provided within seconds. The database needed 
for this option was developed using the results obtained 
by Daniels and McTernan [8]. The simulations in that study 
were performed using PRZM to determine an overall 
probability of leaching from Oklahoma's winter wheat areas 
(Figure 5 shows the study area) and involved Monte Carlo 
techniques to address the spatial variability of soil bulk 
density, field capacity, wilting point, and soil organic 
matter. Other parameters were fixed at three incremental 
values to isolate pesticide selection (pesticide decay 
rate, Ks and soil partition coefficient, Koc) as well as 
land use management alternatives (Soil Conservation 
Service Curve Number, CN) for additional analysis. Fixing 
these three parameters at predetermined levels allowed the 
user to incorporate various agronomic variables within the 
simulations for comparisons while still bracketing the 
majority of the situations found within the state. 
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Figure 4. FlCM Diagram For c.ption 2 
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Figure 5. !Egion of Simulation Selected for C"ption 1. 
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land use practices as plowing in straight or contoured 
rows, or on contoured and terraced areas. The effects of 
fallow conditions, row crop, and small grain selection, 
among others, can be addressed by proper selection of CN. 
A comparison of different hydrologic soil groups can also 
be simulated by CN allowing the potential user to make 
site comparisons. The range fixed for Soil Conservation 
Services Curve Number (CN) was from 59 to 88, while the 
pesticide decay coefficient (Ks) varied from 0.001 to 0.1, 
and the soil partition coefficient (Koc) varied from 2 to 
1200. A total of 540 simulations were completed combining 
the random selection of soil properties and rainfall year 
together with the incremental parameters describing land 
use and pesticide selection. 
To simulate Oklahoma's principal cash crop, winter 
wheat, the planting date was fixed as February 1st and 
corresponded to that time when the wheat emerges from 
winter dormancy [7]. This eliminated the need to simulate 
across two hydrologic years. Similarly, the wheat 
maturation and harvest dates were taken as April 20th and 
June 15th respectively, while the pesticide application 
date was established as February 1st. These dates 
approximated those cited in the available literature 
[5,9]. 
Data from two zones approximating soil horizons were 
described in the available literature [10];the top with 
relatively high organic carbon contents was typically 30 
em thick while the second extended from 30 em to 183 em. 
20 
The depth to groundwater was not given in these records, 
but other data indicate groundwater levels from near land 
surface to over several hundred feet [20,26]. For the 
present work, which was concerned with shallow aquifers, 
only the top horizon was considered. That is, only 
leaching probabilities at 30 em were determined. As 
suggested by Daniels and McTernan (8], the number of 
compartments in the soil horizon needed to run PRZM was 
also set at 6. To facilitate interpretation of results 
(which were shown as percentage of applied pesticide 
leached), the amount of pesticide applied was fixed at 1 
Kg/Ha. This was appropriate due to the use of linear 
equilibrium adsorption within PRZM which assumed that the 
amount of pesticide leached was always a constant ratio to 
that applied. This is consistent with other works 
in the area [21,22]. 
For the development of database for Option 1, 
additional statistical analysis was done on the outputs 
from the original 540 simulations. It was observed that 
for a fixed combination of CN, Ks, and Koc the probability 
distributions for the pesticide leaching outputs very 
closely followed log normal type distributions. The 
probability density function for log normal distribution 
can be expressed as follows: 
1 1 




x = non negative random variable 
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p = mean of the log values of x 
~ = standard deviation of the log values of x 
Log normal plots of original 540 simulations are shown in 
Appendix A. 
Equations of these distributions were developed and 
the mean and standard deviation for each calculated. In 
accordance with the user defined values of CN, Ks, and Koc 
means and standard deviations of appropriate distributions 
are retrieved from the database and substituted into the 
standardized log normal equation, which has the form: 
ln X - p 
z = 
where, 
z = standard normal random variable 
X = continuous random variable 
p = mean of the log values of X 
~ = standard deviation of the log values of X 
(4) 
The equation is then solved for a series of incremental 
probabilities. Double interpolation between existing 
distributions allows the user to determine the probability 
of pesticide leaching at CN, Ks, andjor Koc values 
intermediate to those employed on the original effort. The 
probability of pesticide leaching for a wide range of 
generic conditions then can be obtained by solving these 
equations. An example calculation is shown in Appendix D. 
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Option ~ Example 
Several of the guidance screens encountered by the 
user during an interactive session using Option 1 of EXSYS 
are shown in this section. Figure 6 describes the type of 
input parameters required to run Option 1, while Figures 7 
to 11 illustrate information needed to select a value of 
curve number. Figures 7 and 8 give a brief introduction to 
CN and the types of hydrologic soil groups respectively. 
The user can select the soil type from the general soil. 
distribution map of Oklahoma (Figure 9) and subsequently 
obtain hydrologic information from Figures 10 and 11. The 
final selection of a CN is further facilitated with 
information contained in Figure 12. A curve number of 71 
was selected for this example. Similar guidance for the 
selection of the pesticide decay and soil partition 
coefficients is available within EXSYS. Appendix B 
contains the complete set of guidance screens encountered 
in Option 1. 
The screen shown in Figure 13 provides the user a 
final opportunity to change any parameter value. Figure 14 
presents example output from Option 1 simulation. A plot 
and corresponding table compare the percent of pesticide 
leached to 30 em with the percent of time exceeded. This 
defines a probability of occurrence. For example, 30,50, 
and 70% of the applied pesticide could be expected to 
leach 0,50, and 5% of the time respectively, given the 
results provided in Figure 14. 
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Figure 6. Example Screen Containing Input Pararreters Info!lTB.tion for 
Option 1 Simulation. 
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Figure 9. Guidance Screen Displaying ~redaninant Soil Distribution 
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Figure 10. Guidance Screen Defining Hydrologic Group of the Soil Selected . 
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Figure ll. Screen CXltlining Procedure To Select Curve Number (C~). 
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Figure 12. Guidance Screen Displaying A Partial Listing of Crop and Land 
Use Practices For Curve Number Selection. 
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Figure 13. Screen Giving An (pp:>rtuni ty To Change Selected Param:ters 
For Option 1 Simulation. 
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Figure 14. Example Final Output For Option 1 Simulation. 
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Development of Option 2 for site Specific Analysis 
The second option available within EXSYS allows the 
user to configure and complete Monte Carlo simulations for 
a specific farm site of 1-2 Ha in size. For this option, a 
user friendly pre-processor was developed to create the 
input files needed to run PRZM. Crop planting, maturation, 
harvesting and pesticide application dates were fixed, 
however, as in Option 1. Similarly horizon depth and the 
amount of pesticide applied was also maintained at similar 
levels. Other inputs such as pan evaporation and snow melt 
factors, depth of pesticide incorporation, curve number, 
decay rate, soil partition coefficient, hydrodynamic 
dispersion etc. needed to complete a PRZM simulation are 
requested by EXSYS through a series of questions and 
menus. Guidance in the form of tables, equations and 
instructions accompanies these questions. As the user 
defines site conditions the soil properties become fixed 
to that site. Similarly, the chemical properties of the 
pesticides used are also constants for a particular 
pesticide. Monte Carlo randomization was applied only to 
meteorological data where a 25 year period of record at 
the 12 type 1 meteorological stations located throughout 
Oklahoma was available. The data from these individual 
stations were provided in PRZM format by the Oklahoma 
Climatological survey in Norman, Oklahoma. A period of 
record from 1954 through 1978 was selected as it was the 
only record consistent to all of the available stations 
[19]. 
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Following configuration of the site specific 
parameters, the user determines the number of simulations 
to be employed and the location of the nearest type 1 
weather station. EXSYS randomly accesses a single year of 
meteorological data from a 25 year record at the location 
specified and calls the PRZM module for simulation. The 
process is repeated until the specified number of 
simulations has been completed. The amount of pesticide 
leached past the 30 em depth is retrieved from an output 
file, the mean and standard deviation calculated and 
probability of leaching obtained using a log-normal 
distribution equation. Figure 15 presents comparisons 
between example output and these log normal 
approximations. The use of the distribution seemed 
justified when compared to a simpler plotting position 
approach as it reduced demands upon available memory. 
option ~ Example 
In this section a brief description of the guidance 
screens appearing in Option 2 is provided. For the example 
problem, erosion losses were not considered as pesticide 
was incorporated into the soil at 10 em depth. Atrazine 
was selected as pesticide with decay and soil partition 
coefficients (Ks and Koc) of 0.0063 and 173.82 
respectively. The soil selected was a Clarksville series 
on a field of row crop of good hydrologic condition with 
CN values 66, 71, and 66 for fallow, cropping, and residue 
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llr-1 
llt-2 
.81 .1 1 5 18 99 99.9 99.99 
X - Probability ax1s 
Y - lDg of pesticide leached past 30 an (Kg/Ha) 
Figure 15. Plot Sha.ving Canparisons ~~n Example OUtput and tne 
lDg nonnal Approximation 
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Monte Carlo was established at 100 for illustrative 
purposes. In cases, where the user does not have apriori 
knowledge about the number of Monte Carlo simulations to 
run, suggested number is 50. Afterwards the user can 
increase or decrease this number by selecting the value 
after which mean and standard deviation do not change 
appreciably. The screens presented in Figures 16 to 20 
give the user general information about the pan and 
snowmelt factors, pan evaporation flag, the minimum depth 
for evaporative extraction and the condition of the land 
surface. Assistance in defining acceptable ranges for 
these parameters is included with the information given on 
these. 
In similar manner, Figures 21 to 27 present 
information and request inputs for maximum interception 
storage, plant rooting depth, and depth of pesticide 
incorporation as well as for the maximum areal coverage 
achieved by the crop and its uptake efficiency factor for 
the pesticide. Where appropriate these are crop and/or 
region specific. If the user requests help in selecting 
soil organic carbon, soil bulk density, field capacity, 
and/or wilting points of their soils, Figures 28 through 
31 present representative values. 
Hydrodynamic dispersion and initial water contents 
are input as shown in the screens presented in Figures 32 
and 33. If the user does not want to simulate hydrodynamic 
dispersion, its value can be taken as o and the value of 
initial water contents can range from wilting point to 
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Figure 17. Example Screen Providing C::eneral Information Al::x:mt the Snow 
r1:1 t Factor. 
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Figure 18. Example Screen Providing General Infonnation Al:x:mt the Pan 
Evaporation Flag. 
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Figure 19. Example Screen For I:etennining the Minimum I:epth For Evaporative 
\-later Extraction. 
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Figure 20. Example Screen For Input of Surface Condition of land After 
Harvest. 
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Figure 21. Example Screen Giving General Information About the Plant 
1-1aximum Interception Storage. 
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Figure 22. Example Screen Displaying Typical Values of Maximum Interception 
Storage For Same Crops. 
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Figure 23. Example Screen Presenting General Information About the 
I-1aximum Plant Rooting Depth. 
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Figure 24. Example Screen Displaying Values of Rooting I:epth For Sorre Crops 
and Locations. 
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Figure 25. E.xarnple Screen IEquestl.ng Input of the ~pth of Pesticide 
Incorporation In the Soil. 
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Figure 26 . Example Screen Giving General InfonnatJ.on About Maximum Areal 
Coverage of the Crop. 
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Figure 27. Example Screen Giving General Information About Plant Uptake 
Efficiency Factor. 
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Figure 28. Example Screen Displaying Organic Carbon Contents of the Uajor 
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F1gure 29. Example Screen Displaying Typical Bulk I:ensities o£ the I-1ajor Soils 
Encountered In the lEgion of Simulation. 
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Figure 30. Example Screen Displaying Typical Field Capacity o: ~Ejor Soils 
Encol.IDtered In the lEgion of Simulation. 
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Figure 33. Example Screen For Input of the Initial Water Contents of the Soil. 
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soil porosity. Figure 34 displays the location of type 1 
weather stations in Oklahoma to assist the user in 
selecting the nearest station. With all of these guidance 
screens, the user can either use the parameters directly 
or can input a separate entry should another source 
provide a more appropriate value. 
To maintain consistency with Option 1, the final 
results for Option 2 simulation are shown as plots of 
percent of pesticide leached versus the percent of time 
exceeded or probability. An additional screen is provided, 
however, for Option 2 which plots the mean and standard 
deviation of sequential, incremental simulations against 
the number of simulations completed. These are calculated 
for first 5,10,15,20 ••. values and are intended to assist 
in determining the number of simulations required to 
achieve an acceptable level of precision. That is, as the 
curves resulting from these determinations asymptote to a 
constant level, there is additional certainty that a 
sufficiently large sample of simulations was determined. 
Figure 35 presents an example of these comparisons. In 
Appendix C, all the guidance screens displayed in Option,2 
are presented. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the recent past simulation procedures were limited 
to those individuals with good computer skills, serving to 
reduce the contributions of those professionals with 
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useful skills, and knowledge in related fields. EXSYS was 
developed to help eliminate this deficiency by attempting 
to make modeling of pesticide leaching easier. EXSYS 
affords planners, county officials, and other land use 
managers access to current technologies available to 
define the risks of groundwater pollution from pesticides 
so that additional alternative management options can be 
evaluated. A public domain, widely accepted deterministic 
code (PRZM) developed by u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency was chosen to complete the simulations. The expert 
system developed in this effort is a shell built around 
the unaltered EPA code. 
The Option 1 of EXSYS was developed for a quick 
preliminary analysis of the probability of pesticide 
leaching past 30 em and is based upon statistical 
distributions describing previous Monte carlo simulation 
outputs. This option requires only three' simulation 
parameters: curve number, pesticide decay and soil 
partition coefficients (CN, Ks, and Koc). By proper 
selection of these parameters the user can evaluate the 
effects of chemical properties associated with pesticide, 
land use and practices/treatment on leaching of the 
pesticide. This helps in making decisions about proper 
pesticide selection and farm practices so that the 
probability of pesticide leaching can be minimized. 
Assistance is provided in selecting the values of these 
simulation parameters. 
Option 2 allows the user to configure and complete 
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simulations using Monte Carlo techniques for specific farm 
conditions. A user friendly preprocessor was developed to 
assist the user in creating input files for PRZM. The user 
can seek guidance in selecting values of the input 
parameters, and the preprocessor responds to these 
requests by calling subprograms which provide general 
information, values, and guidelines for proper selection 
of these parameters. 
The simplistic nature of Option 1 and user friendly 
interactive menu driven preprocessor developed for Option 
2 attempt to help professionals lacking adequate computer 
training. The overall ease in using EXSYS could make this 
expert system an effective screening tool. 
This expert system was developed to address winter 
wheat areas in Oklahoma. This approach could very easily 
be applied to other crops and other areas. 
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IIIXf FIVE amtiS AR! IEUil.OPD 10 fii1P la.ICt H •wE 
or PRRtllnD aJJIIJ: DBtR r01 > 
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ftB: aDWE lfJIJIDSi (Cfl) YIILOP£It I~ SOIL a&'DUAtiOtf IIJI'JlCES . 
~flltJZ[ SOILS Oft 1HE JASJS or ltlriLYMTlort rJIOI'E.UIS. 
IHnl Mt POUR I tmrJ:NT HYDR6LOC IC SO It CIOllf'S (ll, I • C, anti D) 
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PB88 ft POR tEXt BCJIE!" 
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lOlL Olh:JDJn ICJ AmlCIAm UJ~ DQI MVDIOL~IC ;ROOPi AlE 
AS lUL1M : 
maJP tl : 1!£1 lNG. »Dr totBS. IIQ(ii!Gf\ft[l IIL!t. IU"IPUI 
lftFILtBAfJOtf Of B."IL ··· 1.11 crtiJrr • 
CIOJP I : l*l.LOCI LOISS, IANJ)W LON!, "IMllllt lltFil.DAilOH 
1.18 - 1.'16 malkr • 
QRWP C : Cl."Y J.OMS, HU.OW ~y UW\, S()lU LOW Itt o.RQNtlC 
t.tlfnlflft. Ml J»JL~ liSUM.LY HJ~ Itt t.IJtY, tUN IIIII 
ItO'lLTMtlOH ft.13 .. l.le c:atlar • 
au • : toiLt: rtll4T SUD.L tiCMirUWfiLY &104 UEt I I&Wf PUtt fit 
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• (4) IOua:RTY 
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ft?,~i,: CB) JIOfCDCUD 
• C9> tal liUAt 
• Cll l IIIIFIOW 
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• (13) Blllll1 
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IS II"'CD. A lULl MS 1111C PJW)UJID .. liEn ICIID 10 MSlSf 
Dt riDIJIDltt; ltflS JIO'QRIIl!IOft. fLIASI, NLLW 1HE PIOCDUU 
IIDCIICID IIELOU : 
1. J'IOPI tAitl fiiCD 'IMl IMll R MID ~ftlat Oll P~TICIS 1*1 
IS 'fO IE SJIU..AtD (e .1. D ClOPS, SrJIAJQif I'JV) • 
z. I'WJt fAM.I JIKD M: ttmoLOtrt CSJelt J(Jft 0!' fHl lll11 NAt 
IS tO IE SIIU.ATII (e ·•· COO)) . 
3. }'1m !MR Mill FJIB 1tfl • Ql I JOB MWI lll.IC!ED COHIUfl~ 
DMPLI : HYIRC•~JC mtotfP = A 
!':Ia IImit PMCt ICE It StM I QfT IOU 
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H aJfWI fll1m 1S &7 
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PAUOV BrMIQit JIDV ......... Tl 86 91: ,.. . . . .., CJal8 I!'MIOtlf .,., roon ?Z 7IJ "-': SJ 
St'IAlaff W>U COOl) ,'7 78 as: 89 
a.ftl'OUim) IOOR ?e ?9 t4: ag 
cat lOURED GOOD '5 ?5 82: 8& 
c.attoUlD A 111lW;I'.D POOH 6(~ M ae: (iZ 
CfltiOUlD I 1DMCU COCJP '?. ?S w: 81 . . . . . • • I I I • .. I • " .I I I I • " •• I • I I • II f I ' I • .. I I ' ' I • .. '• i 
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IIIXf NO IC~Ents All IIVJUPD 10 tiiLP IILIC! IHI WWII 
or JIRMflnEI .QAV COIPI"ICIDif (Ia). 
M PROCEStZS 'NAY aMTJUilJTI '10 PISIJCI.D£ JUWPEA~r«l IN SOlLS 
Mf. UAJIID .., DUDI.D 011 DWIJQtrflrtiM. ~ RS vtL1. AS OJDUtld. 
PIOPDJIJ:S. 10 8 N:alMTI, L lld.R.DIIlt INIIPHDfY OJ ALI. ~on~ 
AN£. CLIMT IC ftiC'fORS. Ill H MiLl tAt lllXf SCREIH, L VALUES AD! 
R! J!El OftLY IZIJMm. Is lS At8lJVID 10 IE fiiST-OJll'EH IAR ~~. 
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NC ERICIJOM IWICI JOR GICWtlc-cMDf DJEDIIIJTIOI COD"F. Olar.l I& noft 
2 10 1218 
10 IOU IKD IIILP hi IELIX:flts Oocl , Cllll) 
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IIDI NO ICUDCS ME IIWLOPID 10 HILP ~~ H wauJI 
or PRJWinll ..... JC...CMD IISJ. COin'. 
H hU OF PI:SrltOIS tft lOlL MD •m 1£ fUCiHL1l EPitGJJitf Glf 1K£ 
aor.PTI•JE CMI'.ACRRlSTlCS Of 1H! ~JUm. H SOIJ'YlVE PROnltliS 
GF MJ!C:tm; CP.M!ttAU.Y t'.OJIPJJlt! tw.Ll. WITH M: DlrA4fC COHTDtr OF 
SOILE. PAIWtETIR h: JiSCBII&S !HI NattY GF PEETICIDJJ: IIHICH t:¥ff 
II ttJ&ORIED lit THE SOIL Oft OW'.JffiC M'l't.D. 
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PlESS P J'OR PIWICU lcu:at 
I PBBS N fOR Ia! BCRUN 
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M IIMWD III.IC1D fOR JUhlllft IWWIIRIIE A. : 
M QJI1J£ M.IUID tOO fOR CUUDn SIIUAIIOIC n: ~ 71 
11• JECA!' OJEl'fiCIDIT lis) fOR amRIPI'r IIIIUUOft IS e: •• 3 
M GIG. ~ 1181. CUlT. 'loc) roM a.dltf IJifOUtTIOit JC • 1?3.78 
DO Vlll liMIT 10 QWICI - UAWm , CV/11) ? I 
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PL01 llni!DI PIICINr or PISI IC liE LIMJID 
MD PDCifft IF 11111 IXCDDI'II 
Ill ,;.;;, ;;;.;. :.;-:· ·~ ... ;· .... ':.!.!; :.;.;;· ......... ;.:.;;.. 
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I 1M 
X-i\)(1£ - PDCal OF PISfiCIIE LI'.ACfD:D 
t-AXIS - IUCIK'f Of tiiiE IXC£EDED 
at= 71 
• : .a3 
loc = 173.78 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPLETE SERIES OF GUIDAN.~E 
SCREENS FOR OPTION 2 
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PIL"TICIK 100'! ZOO ft0»:£1. <P~) JS lEI~ WE» FOP. !HIS OPUOH. 
USER IS ;t'lMi 10 ai£A'l£ IIIPUt flLE 10 lilt PIZJt. QJIMtC£ IS Pll~tliED 
FOJI m.BCtlCII OF 1108t OF !Ht MJtMEfDS. !HI: IMFORMTlOfl ABOUf PAMtfE'tiJI; 
IS 1'ttJfDI IIQI I'Jir." US'Eil ~L. Wl'JI IS BIQI,El'lf.) fO LOOM ItT ISSF.Jf ~L 
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I'M ~fQJ IS ~ tlfUlfSIOtU.tsS rlii$EJ1. WIIS PM:!Olt IS tiJl.tiPLID 
"' :Dftii.W IWC DHtPOMttOII TO ~TIMJI: WtUY IUAPOTIItftgPIMtiON tiT) I 
IF lAlLY AIR miPEM1URE8 AD USD POl 'IT' • MY IOifY tumlll CM 
JJI IMPtiT te.v. 8. ?Sl . 
H SELIC11Cit IAia roR M PACIOR IS non 1.6 to 1.1 . 
I'HI MNCE POll 0~ FEr-. 1.,9 10 I.Tl. 
tYPE lfiE w.LUE Of P1tN FttCTOI 7 I. 71 
. ,. 




PIISS P FOR PBUICU SCIEIJt 1: 
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PBSE N FOR IDT SCREI" :: .. • • .. 
I' I: 
........ _... ___ ....,._!!"\ 
MOll FttCTOR AU DJ M ODJ:I Of 1.4& . IP IIIOI.IMEL! ts 1101 
CltLQJLA1D, mtml l.lm . 
llfi!H mE ftr.M ltTR TlJIPIM'ft!IE FALLS IIIAIW 1.! u;. C, 
M\' PRJ:tlJ'IlArit* THAT FAUS IS OfJftSIJDD 1'0 IE 1ft !Hi ~ 
or SN)W I MD THE fUMt ,. Jl TErfiM1'UJII IS MOVJ: B •• clDSo c • 
~ , IME I** ACCLIIJLA'JION 13 IICRWED Bf A ~EL! PACIOR. 
H IILIC!IOit IMIZ I'GR INOU hC!OI II notl I .I !0 1.1 • 






I'M ~fJOif """. JF TlflS nNi J8 Sr.t 10 Jt I, ~ 
~flOIC M'lta Ml IIA!J. JJ UT ICliAL 10 t, !UPDA'DJRt M'fH 
tiD RAil MD liSD ro CAIJ.Ul.RTE POI'DffiAL 'If'. IF EEt IQml. 20 2, 
YHDt PM .... POMnOH , t1 A\MtlAILI, u; taD 1" DJ.E KniOJk)],OCtc 
FJU:; If NOT, !IJJ.PEM!UKE IS USD !0 OOPIPU!E to!llfflltl. 'E!'. 
ILMZS!It ~ POl Itt IS I'LAG IS 2. 
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PIISS r FOR PIWIOW SCIEDt 
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. . . 
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IOlU IOU LDE 10 CX)EJJII 2lll DOSiotl ~ UIIU 'I I 
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IJUJ10PD PlMT MD DTtUflllc 011 H PIMI DIRFta. W.WI& fOI llt\JOR 
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IIAXDUI fiCfl"' IOOl' IIP!H OF 1Ht: CAOI' (ca) lfMSURD fOIII H 
LANJ> BURr~. C.lltiLIZD lftFOBTJOfl POA toiN1 B:OmAHS, ltJIAf, 
10~, DUM IIOJQUt, POtA!0£&1 PINIIt81 M'D COfiON AleE PIOUltD 
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mmt£ ME NO OPUH rOR !HI Al'l't.JrltTIOH OF PD;Th";JDt : 
f. IIPPl.l~fiOII TO _,IL M.V 
2. rDLIAI tnLJC»TlOfl &ElM: LlflfltR fillEt 
!fPE M OPllOM JIOI IEBTJCitE Alfl.JCYI!IOM (1/2) ::-. t J 
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H ~DR MX. A!Bftt. COWIIG OJ H ClOP 6\f J'IIIJ. C*IPV' 
IS!IMTI& 111E f:IO&IID COWl tit H CBOI' ~8 10 SOU IMICilUC WIUQ. 
If .ft'Mittn~ m. f'MCTIOfl OP CJIDtiG rAWIJJ M"PODID If M ClOP Mn 
MJ8 I~ M IM8a Of JlifiCDE IRA! Bl4ta H CIOlle. 
IIPI H VALIS • IWC. ARIAL CIGUIItA;I Cx) = ' I 
liiSI r FOR PIIVIOIJS IC'RIIf 1: 
PIIS8 R FOR II:XT SCIIEirt ! : 
I! 
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....._..._ ........ ~........ .... .......... 
H Plllftt .. JUt IJTIClKf Jt.t!OR P...,lltS JOR llftOlMl IF 
PISIJCliD IY fUttr W IS 6 nKIJWt or CleW lOOt 1Vttr .. 
M DltiMCflotl OF W.1D Mtl• alfltiOIU. PIOPDTID OF INI mntJtES. 
101 PJI'm BIE JEfi)UAl. IF PISTICilJI IY ftMT trMR IS MSED CH9 !liE 
MIUftPt'IOtl M1 ~!An GP PDfrClDI IS JIIUtft! !0 M !IWmiMTIOit 
MIE. SDfJitJUJrt' RS!t JIIDlf'.ATI M I~JIIMI I" H UI1M.E I' 
PI.Ifm\ At M 18C7 HPIII llftlwt:SI MD~ IB:~ AS !HI MITITICJII 
COEFFICIEHT INCRIACJS. 
VMIIES CAll II JJIIt 1.1 10 1.1 (e ••• 8.18) llf)I~BB UPIAII IS 
fl PJWIC! 1011 OP CMP IMISPIM1 ICII MB. 
I!PI H PlAit! .. IDE D'FIC IIlEY PRICIOR = 1 I .1 
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If fCII WIJLI LJD 16 IJfi.H.ATI\ IIMISD, 7tiEH IIIYD 'IHI Ut\U.Ir 
FOil H.,.._VPMJC IIJSPIRSifl4 (ea?/aw> OtHEIIWIBr. Dfm I. 
I!R H \JALUE nR HDDBWtiC IISRISIOft CcaVd.ay)::? I 
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1110 ~flED \AP 1M Oll.mtlf5 a.. fllfiD (af) '.fill) ? I 
YM H UAUI: Of 'Cfl' FOI MU.OV C(llllfiOtl = 't &6 
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10 IZLIC! H WtUD. ICE,_ MIOICAIIIC 0\8IH IUCH !lltt! ~ IS 
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PJIEE II fOR IDT llCRI':M 
_,T.t : mER mtriZYIOPt or 81flll-"JUIC ~ MCH YM'k ftl! POU.OUJIG 
ft\JIIIDft. IJU. aPPIAJl; 
IIOP-JIIOCMII IIIIIIIIAID 
K&l$£, latolll tHI' lfAJDIINf ttND LEt PICICAJit aJI. 
WDt fiJIIBD or IIIIJJAfiOWS IPICIFID It' UBD Mi MR A ICJliUI 
VJWH CIW'MS IEJIBIJf 111M~ 8111. JIV, 11111' IIN!a or llflfLft!I~ VILL 
M'PUtl. 
PIISS P fiR PIWIOUS ICIED ,.::': 
PIISS II fOR Ia! SCIIDit 
•• ,. . : 
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EXAMPLE CALULATION:LOG NORMAL INTERPOLATION 
OF PESTICIDE LEACHING 
149 
For the example problem, calculate the 
percent of pesticide (Atrazine) leached past 30 em 30, 
50, and 70% of the time. The Ks, and Koc values for 
Atrazine are 0.0063 and 173.78 respectively and a CN value 
of 71. The first step in the calculations is to locate 
combinations of CN, Ks, and Koc which bracket these 
coefficients. The combinations obtained are: 
combination 1. CN=59, Ks=0.001, and Koc=2 
2. CN=73, Ks=0.001, and Koc=2 
3 0 CN=59, Ks=O.OS, and Koc=2 
4. CN=73, Ks=O.OS, and Koc=2 
5. CN=59, Ks=0.001, and Koc=600 
6. CN=73, Ks=0.001, and Koc=600 
7. CN=59, Ks=O.OS, and Koc=600 
8. CN=73, Ks=O.OS, and Koc=600 
First linear interpolation is performed on the means 
and standard deviations (S.D.) to obtain their values for 
CN=71. By performing interpolation on mean and S.D. for 
combinations 1 and 2: 
CN=71, Ks=0.001, and Koc=2 
Mean=(((6.76-6.68)/(59-73))*(71-73)]+6.68 
=6.6885 
Similarly the S.D. value of 0.1312 is obtained. 
In the similar manner from combinations 3 and 4 
CN=71, Ks=O.OS, and Koc=2 
Mean=3.671 
S.D.=1.1312 
from combinations 5 and 6 




from combinations 7 and 8 
CN=71, Ks=0.05, and Koc=600 
Mean=-7.4299 
S.D.=4.4997 
The percent of Atrazine leached past 30 em for 30, 
50, and 70% of the time can be obtained by solving z-
variable equation for log normal distribution. The 
equation can be written as follows: 
ln (amount of pesticide leached) - mean 
z = 
S.D. 
for CN=71, Ks=0.001, and Koc=2 
for 30% probability z=0.524565, therefore, 
ln (amount of pesticide leached)=z*S.D.+mean 
or amount of pesticide leached=exp(z*S.D.+mean) 
(1) 
amount of pesticide leached=exp(0.524565*0.1312+6.688) 
=(860.33)*(100/1000) 
=86.03% 
During the initial calculations of means and S.D. 
for the development of database all the values were 
multiplied by 1000. Therefore, the value obtained above is 
divided by 1000. 
Similarly for 50, and 70% probability, z values are 
0, and -0.524565 respectively. By substituting these z 
values and corresponding mean and standard deviation in 
equation 1 the percent of pesticide leached 50, and 70% of 
the time is 80.31, and 74.97% respectively. 
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In the similar manner for CN=71, Ks=0.05, and Koc=2 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30,50, and 70%% of the 
time can be obtained by using equation 1. In this case z 
values will be the same, only mean and standard deviation 
values will change corresponding to this combination. The 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30, 50, and 70% of the 
time calculated is 2.2, 3.9, and 7.12 respectively. 
Similarly, for CN=71, Ks=0.001, and Koc=600 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30, 50 and 70% of the 
time obtained is 0.55, 1.39, and 3.48 respectively. 
for CN=71, Ks=0.05, and Koc=600 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30, 50, and 70% of the 
time obtained is 0. 
The linear interpolation on the percent of pesticide 
leached past 30 em for the Ks value of 0.0063 on the above 
four combinations will provide the results as follows: 
for CN=71, Ks=0.0063, and Koc=2 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30, 50, and 70% of the 
time is 77.50, 72.05, and 67.1 respectively. 
for CN=71, Ks=0.0063, and Koc=600 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for 30, 50, and 70% of the 
time is 3.1, 1.25, and 0.5 respectively. 
The final result is obtained by performing linear 
interpolation for Koc on the above two combinations. 
CN=71, Ks=0.0063, and Koc=173.78 
amount of pesticide leached (%) for the 30, 50, and 7% of 
the time is 56.13, 51.7, and 47.96 respectively. 
These results are consistent with the values obtained 
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